A case of hypertrophic olivary degeneration after resection of cavernomas of the brain stem and review of the literature
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Abstract: Hypertrophic olivary degeneration is a transsynaptic form of degeneration, which is also a result of primary or secondary lesion and can damage the dento-rubro-olivary pathway. The dento-rubro-olivary pathway was first described by Guillain and Mollaret and is referred to as “the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret”. Multiple factors can destroy the dento-rubro-olivary pathway, such as surgical operation, hemorrhage, tumor, trauma, inflammation, demyelination, degeneration, and radiation damage. All of the above factors can result in delayed hypertrophic olivary degeneration. Articles related to this disease cover etiology, clinical presentation, pathology changes, etc. However, to our knowledge, there has been no literature reporting the use of diffusion tensor imaging and diffusion tensor tractography to improve the diagnosis of hypertrophic olivary degeneration following resection of cavernomas in the brain stem. Herein, we report a case who was diagnosed with hypertrophic olivary degeneration following resection of cavernomas of the brain stem, verify the significance of diffusion tensor imaging and diffusion tensor tractography, and review previous literature. The development of imageology promotes and improves hypertrophic olivary degeneration diagnosis and differential diagnosis.
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Introduction

Hypertrophic olivary degeneration (HOD) is an unusual neuronal degenerative disease involving inferior olivary nuclei with increased T2-weighted signal intensity on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Oppenheim first described HOD in 1887.1,2 However, Guillain and Mollaret widely described and studied the HOD with more detailed experiments in 1931 and first reported the theory of the dento-rubro-olivary pathway, which is referred to as “the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret”.3,4 Researchers have reported that HOD is a transsynaptic disease of degeneration and that the inferior olivary nucleus is hypertrophic, but not atrophic. It has also been reported that many factors can affect the dento-rubro-olivary pathway, such as surgical operation, hemorrhage, tumor, trauma, inflammation, demyelination, degeneration, and radiation damage.5–8 In a recent study, we can see the etiology, clinical manifestation, MRI presentation, and prognosis of HOD clarified in detail.9 Although the theory of the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret has been described, diagnosing HOD following resection of cavernomas of the brain stem by using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and diffusion tensor tractography (DTT) has not been reported. Therefore, we report a case concerning delayed HOD after resection of cavernomas of the brain stem and demonstrate the value and significance of DTI and DTT in diagnosis of HOD. This article will present new knowledge of HOD by means of a case report and review of the literature.
Case report

A 62-year-old woman was hospitalized in the Department of Neurosurgery in Qi Lu Hospital (Jinan, People’s Republic of China). The chief complaint was sudden-onset dizziness and superficial sensory decrease in the right limbs for 1 week. The computed tomography scan results showed that there was a high-density change in the posterior cranial fossa, which was considered to be a hemorrhage of the pons. There was soft high signal intensity on T1-weighted imaging and high signal intensity on T2-weighted imaging (T2WI), with a low signal surrounding the lesion in the MRI scan. We considered the disease to be cavernous hemangioma or cavernoma (Figure 1). Then, we performed a cavernoma resection via posterior fossa craniotomy and confirmed the disease histologically. The patient recovered well and was discharged 10 days after operation without apparent abnormal signal on the primary lesion area on MRI (Figure 2). One year later, the patient was admitted to Qi Lu Hospital again, with diplopia, restricted motion of the left eye, involuntary movement of the uvula, and inaccuracy of bilateral finger-to-nose test and heel–knee–tibia test. MRI scan displayed an enlarged mass in the left antero-lateral part of the medulla, with a high signal on T2WI and no obvious increased signal intensity on enhancement scan (Figure 3). The DTI and DTT showed the nerve fiber of the left was decreased compared to the right and the other part of the interrupted areas (Figure 4). We made the diagnosis of HOD and did follow-up visits at regular intervals.

We continue to perform clinical and radiologic (T2WI) follow-up, and the patient has shown HOD-associated symptoms on radiologic imaging at each time of follow-up. Therefore, we can confirm that our diagnosis of HOD is correct. Written, informed consent was obtained from the patient. This study has also been approved by the ethics committee of Shandong University, Jinan, People’s Republic of China.

Discussion

HOD was first described by Oppenheim in 1887, and HOD was characterized by cytoplasmic vacuolation and the pathological changes of the neural cell body enlargement. Ogawa et al confirmed the clinical pathology by postmortem examination. According to a previous report about HOD, there were no significant differences in morbidity according to age, sex, and single or multiple lesions, but there were for position. That is to say, the morbidity of HOD was higher when the primary disease was located in the mesencephalon. Clinical manifestations of HOD include dentato-rubral tremor, ocular myoclonus, diplopia, and palatal myoclonus. The high signal intensity on T2WI and absence of contrast enhancement could help us to distinguish HOD from a tumor lesion or an infection.

Anatomically, the dento-rubro-olivary pathway, or triangle of Guillain and Mollaret, is composed of three structures, including the ipsilateral red nucleus in the midbrain, ipsilateral inferior olivary nucleus in the medulla, and contralateral dentate nucleus in the cerebellum. The efferent nerve tract travels from the dentate nucleus, ascends to the contralateral red nucleus via the superior cerebellar peduncle, and forms the decussation. Then, the tract descends through the central tegmental tract to the ipsilateral inferior olivary nucleus. Finally, the afferent pathway originates from the inferior olivary nucleus to the contralateral cerebellum bypassing the inferior cerebellar peduncle. The above clarifies the pathway of the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret. If a lesion damages the red nucleus or central tegmental tract, degeneration occurs in the ipsilateral inferior olivary nucleus. On the contrary, if the dentate nucleus or superior cerebellar peduncle is insulted, degeneration would

Figure 1 CT and MRI scan results in a case of hypertrophic olivary degeneration following resection of a cavernoma in the brain stem.

Notes: (A) CT scan showing cerebral hemorrhage in the posterior cranial fossa. High signal intensity on both T1-weighted imaging (B) and T2-weighted imaging (C), with low signal surrounding the lesion in the MRI scan. The arrows illustrate the lesion.

Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
Hypertrophic olivary degeneration after cavernoma resection

Figure 2 The surgical site without apparent abnormal signal in MRI.
Notes: (A) No abnormal signal intensity on T1-weighted imaging. (B) No abnormal signal intensity on T2-weighted imaging in the MRI scan. (C) Surgical spot without apparent abnormal signal.
Abbreviation: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

HOD often happens when the dentate nucleus–red nucleus pathway or central tegmental tract pathway is damaged, rather than the pathway from the inferior olivary nucleus to the contralateral cerebellum. The clinical presentation of HOD includes oscillopsia, diplopia, and palatal myoclonus. To our knowledge, the inferior olivary nucleus could regulate the cerebellum.

Figure 3 The signal intensity on T1-weighted imaging (T1WI) and T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) in the left anterolateral part of the medulla.
Notes: An enlarged mass in the left anterolateral part of the medulla, with low signal intensity on T1WI (A) and high signal intensity on T2WI (B) (arrows). (C) No obvious increased signal intensity on enhancement scan. (D) Sagittal imaging: high signal intensity on T2WI (arrow) in the medulla.
neural activity by generating an inhibitory substance, such as gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA).\textsuperscript{17,20} When some pathological changes may have damaged the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret and clinical symptoms (such as palatal myoclonus) occur, the diagnosis of HOD should be strongly suspected. Nevertheless, not all patients of HOD will have palatal myoclonus.

The time interval between pathological changes and MRI manifestation of HOD can vary to some extent. Pathological changes of the inferior olivary nucleus can be classified into six stages: stage 1: no apparent changes of the inferior olivary nucleus in both macropathology and microscopic pathology; stage 2: degeneration of the olivary amiculum and inferior olivary nucleus neuron pathological hypertrophy with no glial proliferation under the microscope after approximately 3 weeks; stage 3: soft hypertrophy of the inferior olivary nucleus because of neuron and astrocyte proliferation after approximately 6 months; stage 4: significant hypertrophy and enlargement of the inferior olivary nucleus; stage 5: olivary pseudohypertrophy, which persists for 3–4 years; and stage 6: inferior olivary nucleus atrophy due to neuronal disappearance.\textsuperscript{12,20,21} In addition, researchers have recently assessed the MRI presentation and propose three phases of HOD: phase 1: increased signal begins on T2WI in about the third week after lesion and without olivary changes within 6 months; phase 2: both olivary hypertrophy and high signal on T2WI, persisting for approximately 3–4 years; and phase 3: disappearance of olivary hypertrophy and persistence of increased signal on T2WI for a long time.\textsuperscript{20–23} The present case of HOD belongs to the second phase and corresponded to pathological changes and MRI manifestation. The HOD diagnosis was further verified by DTI and DTT.

DTI is a method which can analyze the diffusion movement of water molecules in human tissue in three-dimensional space on the basis of fractional anisotropy (FA) of water hydrone distribution.\textsuperscript{24} The parameter is described by FA value, which is related to the compactness and completeness of the neural fiber tract. By FA imaging and directionally encoded color imaging, the white matter fiber could be

Figure 4  Diffusion tensor imaging (A and B) and diffusion tensor tractography (C and D) observation of the nerve fiber.

Notes:  (A) The value of the apparent diffusion coefficient in the left is greater than that in the right. (B) The value of fractional anisotropy in the left is less than that in the right. (C) The nerve fiber tract (upper white arrow) of the left is decreased compared to the right and part of that interrupted (lower two white arrows). (D) The right superior cerebellar peduncle (white arrows) ascending from lower right to upper left; the left superior cerebellar peduncle is not visualized.

Abbreviations: L, left side; R, right side.
visualized by a special method to evaluate the completeness of the organic structure.\textsuperscript{25,26} The bilateral central tendgmental tracts are distributed symmetrically and uniformly on DTT at the anatomical level, as is the decussation of the superior cerebellar peduncle. When a primary lesion damages the area of the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret, the DTT will be abnormal. From the present case of HOD, in Figure 4, we can see the value of the apparent diffusion coefficient increased significantly on the left diseased region compared to the right diseased region. Similarly, the value of FA decreased relative to the contralateral area. The DTT and DTT showed that the nerve fiber tract of left was decreased compared to the right and the other part of that interrupted. However, there was no apparent change in the decussation of the superior cerebellar peduncle, which could illustrate that the lesion mainly damaged the left central tendgmental tract and the left superior cerebellar peduncle rather than the decussation. According to the theory of the triangle of Guillain and Mollaret, damage to the ipsilateral central tendgmental tract could result in ipsilateral HOD. The present case was a patient with HOD after resection of cavernomas of the left dorsomedial pons, which can insult the left central tendgmental tract and lead to HOD. The diagnosis of this case was made according to the presentation of DTT and DTI.

In clinical studies, HOD was mainly caused by two kinds of treatment, including surgical resection and gamma knife radiosurgery of brain stem cavernomas.\textsuperscript{27,28} The frequency of HOD caused by surgical resection was equal to that caused by gamma knife radiosurgery.\textsuperscript{27,28} Yun et al\textsuperscript{27} reported that the time interval from resection to HOD diagnosis was a mean of 7.7 months (range: 1–12 months) in surgical resection and 9.5 months (range: 3–15 months) in the gamma knife radiosurgery. Therefore, the interval between resection and HOD occurrence is random, and not limited within a certain period range.

**Conclusion**

HOD, as a rare disease of transsynaptic degeneration, has been the focus of an increasing amount of research in recent years. The development of imageology promotes and improves the level of HOD diagnosis and differential diagnosis. Unfortunately, knowledge of HOD is still so limited and many mechanics of this disease are still so unclear that the therapeutic outlook is fairly pessimistic. More research and effort need to be put into practice.
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